So we missed the ambience of the Grand Place and environs, the immediate accessibility to the various social/nutritional/cultural/chocolate shop distractions of centreville, and there was the (relatively easy) schlep out to Heysel. However, we were compensated by
gorgeously unseasonable weather, and a more spacious venue that, on the whole, worked well and ran smoothly. The subSaharan temperatures in some of the rooms was eventually sorted and, as with any big, multi-session meeting, the (unpredictably) popular sessions did sometimes exceed their room capacity. The Industry area was roomy, light and spacious, unlike their previous underground car park facility, and the free WiFi internet access was much appreciated ... especially after the exorbitant rate my hotel was charging. In terms of content there was the usual high standard of presentation. I can't say I came away having heard any blinding revelation that will change my practice. However, yet there were some excellent studies presented. Pride of place much go to Simon Finfer and the ANZICS crew for the SAFE study comparing albumin and saline in 7000 patients -it's not just the size that impresses but the thoughtful design and quality achieved on a shoestring budget. It sets a landmark for what can be achieved through careful planning and forethought, determination, teamwork and enthusiasm. Also in the opening plenary session Steve Brett gave an excellent geopolitical overview of the terrorist threat .. though I subsequently heard that he'll be unlikely to get any Christmas cards from some of the attendees! He was followed by Gilbert Park delivering a talk on sex and murder in the ICU in his inimitable style, complete with darkened lights, shroud waving and dramatic pauses. A new career in Am Dram beckons! I attended some interesting sessions -I confidently predict that hormones are going to be the 'next big thing' in critical care and I was heartened to see other groups showing that mitochondrial dysfunction is likely to be a player in the causation of MOF. I was encouraged by a number of 'name' speakers encouraging good common sense, appropriate caution and the need for properly powered randomised studies before jumping on any particular therapeutic bandwagon, such as high volume haemofiltration or vasopressin.
Finally, the human dynamo that is Jean-Louis Vincent deserves particular mentionto run a meeting yearly for 24 years, with uninterrupted growth and an unsurpassed quality is some achievement. Roll on the Silver Wedding! s
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Page 74 The 24th International Symposium on Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine (aka 'the Brussels meeting') changed venue to an edgeof-town location near the Heysel stadium, in part due to the closure for asbestos/refurbishment of the Albert II Congress Centre in town, and in part to cope with the 5000 registrants (wow!).
